NK-TVT TEA
Dual Dilution

Introducing Newco’s NK-TVT digital iced tea brewer with dual dilution and rotating basket designed to brew into Newco’s Skinny T dispensers. Newco’s TVT control provides intuitive and total control of the brewing processes including digital temperature, volume control, pre-infusion, pulse brewing, 4 recipes setups, and delayed dilution or quick brew function. Brew perfectly extracted tea every time ensuring high profits and customer satisfaction.

FEATURES:
- TVT control module provides critical control of all brewing functions (Temperature, volume, pre-infusion, pulse brewing, cold brew lock out).
- Easily programmable quick brew or delayed dilution feature.
- Auto warm: prevents brewing when water is below temperature set point.
- Back-up pour in allows for manual brewing of tea.
- Dual dilution: allows two dispensers to be brewed under NK-TVT brewer.
- Brews 15 to 25 gallons per hour.
- Brew 3 gallons of iced tea into each dispenser and serve up to 6 gallons within a narrow footprint.
- Specifically designed to accommodate and brew into two Newco Skinny tea dispensers.
- 4 programmable recipes including volume and varying temperature for perfect extraction of White, Green, Black or Herbal teas.
- Branding cover promotes tea sales, covers brew buttons from public and provides convenient brewing and cleaning instructions for staff (inside of branding cover).
- Includes rotating brew funnel.
The NK-TVT Tea Dual Dilution has a beautiful branding box (PAGE 1) letting your logo be the center of attention. Brand your brewer with your look helping you to invest and promote your brand and services.

**CUSTOM BRANDING**

**DIMENSIONS**

- Width: 12.875”
- Depth: 21.25”
- Height: 34.625”
- Volts: 120 VOLT
- Watts: 1750W
- Amps: 14.6A
- Weight: 35 LBS

**NZ-TVT TEA, PN: 705474**

- CANADA: 120 VOLT 1400W 11.7A